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KEY SOLUTION UPGRADES 
FOR CONFIDENT FIS

For success beyond 
confidently detecting 
more scams, FIs take a 
multipronged approach 
to upgrades.

62% want lower costs of internal labor associated 
with scam protection.

UPGRADES MUST HELP ALLEVIATE CURRENT 
CHALLENGES

MULTIPRONGED APPROACHES MUST SUPPORT 
MULTIPLE METRICS

Even with high confidence in scam detection, 
FIs recognize room for improvement.

Respondents want to see multifaceted success 
across scam detection and mitigation.

Confident Scam Detection Starts 
With Customer Experience
What drives confidence in a financial 
institution’s ability to detect more scams?

HIGH CX PRIORITIES DRIVE SOLUTION UPGRADES
Financial institutions (FIs) with high confidence in scam detection abilities are guided 
by customer experience (CX).   
PRIORITIES SOLUTION UPGRADE SUCCESS CRITERIA

want to improve CX around 
scam detection and mitigation.

expect upgrades to improve 
CX for scam detection.

 are focused on providing more 
confident customer outreach.

want upgrades to provide more 
confident customer outreach.

want to mitigate more scams  
to prevent customer financial loss.

UPGRADE PLANS INCLUDE:

96% 78%

91% 56%

85%

71% Concurrent 
detection of 
consumer activity 
on multiple 
channels 

50% Behavioral 
biometrics

76% Continuous, 
risk-based, 
and adaptive 
authentication 

65% 59% 54%

report challenges 
with mitigating 

scams.

struggle to detect 
payee risk.

report difficulties 
detecting victim-

coaching activities.

65% want upgrades to detect more abnormal 
or risky behaviors.

63% want expanded automation in scam detection 
and mitigation workflows.

79% Transaction 
monitoring 
solutions
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